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In recent decades metropolitans , like Tehran has been encountered with lots of problems , as biological,
pollution increase, Ecological capacity decrease ,carrying capacity decrease , confiscation of supporter area
resources, increase of burden in environment and the most important of all , un sustainability of urban
management in preparing and controlling of city affairs , and all of these problems are evidences that show
ecological space of Tehran is becoming more un sustainability . Because of organic and systematic space in
cities ,results of this un sustainability on the one hand decrease the ecological capacity of metropolitan area
and on the other hand cause un sustainability of metropolitan .This un sustainability ecological space with
current model of producing and consuming, doesn't have the needed power for meeting its population's main
needs .In present urban planning for metropolitan like Tehran and also future expansion too ,it hasn't been
considered , and accordance with ht the urbane management of this metropolitan ,lacks the necessary tool for
guidance and conformity of resident's urban life with ecological capacity of area.
Necessary data and statistics for this research are collected form librarian study methods and going to
relevant organizations on the one hand in relation to consumption group: food, house, transportation,
consumer goods, services and on the other hand kinds of lands and their uses for determining ecological
results of these consumptions .It's clear, metropolitan of Tehran for its life and permanence, receives a flow
of good and resources from its supporter area and pass a flow of wastage and garbage. So each kind of un
sustainability in it is transported quickly to each one of these tow levels.
In this article its tried to offer better management solution with scientific and executive view and with
evaluation of this un sustainability and its reasons.
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